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WebPanel 1. Survey deployment.

We used the Google search engine to compile a list of international, continental, and

national-level scientific societies focused on ecological research using the key terms:

After the compilation of this list

(WebTable 1), we contacted societies individually and requested that they circulate our survey

within their members and collaborator network through email lists and social media platforms

(i.e., Twitter and Facebook). The survey invitation also included a request that society members

pass forward the survey on to relevant contacts and colleagues within their professional and

social media network (the full invitation letter template is provided below). A summary of

survey responses is provided inWebPanel 3.

Invitation letter template:

Dear <<society name >> Members,

We are seeking information from instructors at institutions of higher-education who are currently

leading, or are interested in leading, efforts to collect ecological data through class-based

activities. This survey takes approximately 15 - 20 minutes to complete, and will contribute to a

global review on the extent and types of ecological data collected by students, and provide

insight into the opportunities and challenges associated with these class-based efforts to support

desired educational and scientific outcomes. We ask that you complete this survey and/or

forward this survey to colleagues or your association list-serve (if applicable). The survey can be

found here: https://tinyurl.com/EcolDataSurvey. We ask that you complete the survey byMay

17, 2018. All responses are anonymous.

Background

Many classes (courses, units, modules) in institutions of higher-education (universities, colleges)

have field excursions where instructors guide students in the collection of ecological and

environmental data. Although data collection during class field excursions are undoubtedly

occurring, there is little understanding of the geographic extent and characteristics of these



efforts, and the institutional and logistic challenges and opportunities that instructors have when

maintaining, or considering new, class field excursions.

In order to address this issue, we are seeking the opinion of instructors from institutions of

higher-education. Please click here for the survey link and complete the survey. Also, we ask that

you forward this e-mail to any colleagues or organizations to reach other instructors who are

currently, or might be interested in, leading class-based efforts to collect ecological data. If you

have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact the Olden Research Lab

(oldenlab@uw.edu). Thank you very much for your time!

Sincerely,

Higher Education Ecological Data Survey (HEED) Team

School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences, University of Washington



WebPanel 2. Survey instrument.

See PDF attached.



WebPanel 3. Summary of survey responses (n = 132). Numbering (e.g., Q2.2) corresponds to
survey instrument (WebPanel 2). Only questions for which the results were not plotted in the
main text are included.

Figure S3.1. How many classes have you or do you currently teach

Figure S3.2.

Figure S3.3.



Figure S3.4. Survey responses to Q8.3

Figure S3.5.
assistants) are/were involved in implementing the field excursion(s) in a typical year?

Figure S3.6. Survey responses to Q9.2 What is/was the total number of students participating in
the field excursions in a typical year?



Figure S3.7.
collected during th

Figure S3.8.

Figure S3.9.



Figure S3.10.

Figure S3.11. -
education institution provide some level of support to the field excursion(s), including financial,

Figure S3.12. What type of support do/did these partner



Figure S3.13. Survey responses to Q11.2 Please enter the country where the ecological data
are/were collected in the text box below.

Figure S3.14. Survey responses to Q13.2 Did you collect the data with the intention to study a

Figure S3.15. Survey responses to Q13.3 What threat(s) is/was the data collection intended to
study? Please check all the threats that apply (for more details on the Threats Classification
Scheme, Version 3.2, see IUCN documentation).



Figure S3.16. Survey responses to Q15 Have you ever used the data collected in this class
outside of class-based projects (e.g. publications, blog posts, grant proposals)?

Figure S3.17. -reviewed publications have resulted
(n=47, answered yes to Q15.3).

Figure S3.18. S -reviewed publications were the
(n=29, answered > 0 to Q15.4).



Figure S3.19.
, answered yes to Q15.3).

Figure S3.20.
(n=51, answered yes to Q15.3).

Figure S3.21. Survey responses to Q15.10 For what main reasons have the data not been used
outside of class-based projects? (n=81, answered no to Q15.3).



Figure S3.22. Survey responses to Q16.4 In your experience, what are the main challenges to

Figure S3.23. Survey responses to Q16.5 For what percentage of the study period do gaps in
data collection exist?

Figure S3.24.
(n=83, answered > 0 to Q16.5)



Figure S3.25.
the data for other purposes than the cla

Figure S3.26. Survey responses to Q18.2 How are/were data stored for purposes other than the
class (e.g. subsequent analysis for peer-reviewed publication)?

Figure S3.27.
(n=32, currently share their data)



Figure S3.28. Survey responses to Q18.7 Under what condition(s) would you be interested in
(n=37, do not currently share their data)

Figure S3.29. S -
collected data with your peers in an online community repository specifically designed to host
class-



WebPanel 4. Highlighted comments from surveyed instructors. Square brackets show

1) Tips and advice for instructors:

Get something simple started ASAP that you can build on. Realize that any data will

be useful as populations are always changing and climate change makes this

imperative .

key to maintaining the overall data for the project because if one group fails, it only

decreases your sample size slightly [but does not]

collect the same data, and then delete flagrant outliers/take the mean of the student

[https://nutnet.org/]. All other data is being used in house to measure CO2 uptake or

use by the local land manager to manage their non-profit site. NutNet works because

-do" approach to maintain a program that continues to

collect consistent class-based data. At our institution there is usually a way to

overcome obstacles that repeatedly get in the way (liability issues, availability of

transportation, changes in administrative support), but one needs to be persistent and

make a strong case for the importance of collection class-based data. We have been

able to do this for this course and another that we have taught every fall since [the

1970s]

-

[Primarily Undergraduate Institution] it has helped me



2) Challenges for CURE persistence and maintenance:

a) "Most grant funding agencies and reviewers do not think undergraduates are capable

of high enough data quality for publication. This biased perspective needs to change.

With enough guidance, undergraduates can collect high quality data and massive

experiments can be conducted within organized classes to the benefit of both students

and faculty especially at small teaching colleges with few resources for faculty

research".

b) . This

may mean deciding to collect data with lower taxonomic resolution, or that are less

dependent on expertise. This can limit the kinds of questions to be addressed, but

hopefully eventually provide valuable long-

c) apply for funding [for long-term data collection by students]. I

think that if we can get the project going the challenge will be to [keep it running over

the long term]. There is a need for continuity, and since teachers come and go that is a

d)

tenure track job here [20 years ago]. I gained tenure and am now a full professor only

because a small number of powerful advocates agreed with me. Every time I

mentioned

cost me dearly I have had to combat blatant myopic resistance to these dimensions

of ecological research scholarship in my courses [since the 90s]. So, I learned early to

e) Much personal effort required, next year when I retire probably the data will not be

maintained .



WebTable 1. Scientific ecological societies contacted in order to distribute the survey to
members via email, Twitter and/or Facebook.

Society Name Email Twitter Facebook
National

Association for the Sciences of Limnology & Oceanography
Australian Centre for Ecological Analysis & Synthesis
Austrian Limnological Association
BIOTICA Ecological Society
Brazilian Association of Ecological Science & Conservation
Brazilian Association of Limnology
Brazilian Ecological Society
British Ecological Society
Canadian Institute for Ecology & Evolution
Canadian Society for Ecology & Evolution
Chilean Society of Limnology
Croatian Association of Freshwater Ecologists
Czech Limnological Society
Czech Society for Ecology
Eastern Asian Federation of Ecological Societies
Ecological Association of Argentina
Ecological Movement of Uzbekistan
Ecological Protection Society Malaysia
Ecological Society of America
Ecological Society of Australia
Ecological Society of Bangladesh
Ecological Society of Chile
Ecological Society of Iceland
Ecological Society of Iran
Ecological Society of Japan
Ecological Society of Korea
Ecological Society of New Zealand
Ecological Society of the Philippines
Ecology & Evolutionary Biology Society of Turkey
Estonian Naturalists' Society
French Ecological Society
French Limnological Society
Freshwater Biological Association
German Limnological Society
Green Salvation Ecological Society
Hellenic Ecological Society
Hungarian Ecological Society
Hungarian Hydrological Society
Indian Ecological Society
Indonesian Journal of Marine Sciences
Institute of Landscape Ecology (Slovakia)
Italian Association for Oceanography & Limnology
Italian Ecological Society
Japan Association for Landscape Ecology
Japanese Society of Limnology
Landscape Ecology & Environment in Vietnam
Limnological Association of Argentina
Limnological Society of India
Macedonian Ecological Society
Malaysian Nature Society



Mexican Scientific Ecological Society
Murmansk Marine Biological Institute
National Center for Ecological Analysis & Synthesis
National Institute of Ecology
Nature Society Singapore
Papua New Guinea Institute of Biological Research
Polish Ecological Society
Polish Hydrobiological Society
Polish Limnological Society
Portuguese Ecological Society
Romanian Ecological Society
Russian Society for Ecological Economics
Sálim Ali Centre for Ornithology & Natural History
Slovak Ecological Society
Slovakian Limnological Society
Soil & Water Conservation Society
Spanish Association of Terrestrial Ecology
Student Conservation Association
Swedish Society Oikos
Swiss Society for Hydrology & Limnology
The Finnish Limnological Society
The Israel Society of Ecology & Environmental Science
The Limnological Society of Turkey
Toucan Ridge Ecological & Educational Society
Turkish Ecological Society

Continental
East African Wildlife Society
Ecological Society for Eastern Africa
Ecological Society of Germany, Switzerland & Austria
EFYR Representatives
European Ecological Federation
European Federation for Freshwater Science
Federation of European Societies of Plant Biology
Iberian Limnological Association
Netherlands-Flemish Ecological Society
Nordic Society Oikos
Society for the Advancement of Science in Africa
South African Department of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries
Southern African Society of Aquatic Scientists
Southern African Wildlife Management Association

International
Aquatic Ecosystem Health & Management Society
Association for the Sciences of Limnology & Oceanography
Association for Tropical Biology & Conservation
International Association for Ecology
International Association of Landscape Ecology
International Society of Limnology
Society for Conservation Biology
Society for Conservation Biology
Society for Ecological Restoration
Society for Freshwater Science
Society for Human Ecology
Society for Urban Ecology
Society of Environmental Toxicology & Chemistry
The International Society for Ecological Modelling
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Higher Education Ecological Data
(HEED)

Start of Block: 1. Introduction/Survey invite

Q1.1Welcome to the Higher Education Ecological Data (HEED) survey!
We are seeking information from instructors from institutions of higher education* who are
currently, or are interested in, leading class-based activities to collect ecological data. This
survey takes approximately 15-20 minutes to complete. Your participation will contribute to a
global review on the extent and types of student ecological data collection, and provide insight
into the opportunities and challenges associated with these class-based efforts to support
desired educational outcomes. We ask that you complete this survey and/or forward this survey
to colleagues or your association listserv (if applicable). All responses are anonymous.
We welcome any questions or comments and thank you for your help. Sincerely, The
Freshwater Ecology and Conservation Lab
School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences, University of Washington
website: https://depts.washington.edu/oldenlab/ | email: oldenlab@uw.edu *teachers,
professors, lecturers in universities or colleges

Q1.2 Do you consent to taking this survey? All respondents that complete this survey by May
17th can be entered into a drawing for one of two $50 gift cards by entering their email address
at the end.

Yes

No

End of Block: 1. Introduction/Survey invite

Start of Block: 2. Have Data
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Q2.1 Have you or do you currently teach one or more classes that involve at least one field
excursion to collect ecological data?

Yes

No

Q2.2 We are interested in hearing about your perspective.
To begin, how many classes have you or do you currently teach that involve at least one field
excursion to collect ecological data? Please click and drag slider to choose a number of
classes.

More than 5 classes

1 2 3 4 5

Number of classes

Q2.3 If you have taught multiple classes or plan on teaching multiple classes, please focus for
the remainder of this survey on the most recent class that you have taught. If you currently
teach more than one class, please focus on the one that has been collecting data for the longest
time.

Q2.4
Are/were the ecological data collected during the field excursion(s) retained after the class' end
date?

Yes

No
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Q2.5 In what year did data collection start in the context of this class? Include years when the
class was taught by previous instructors if relevant. Please click and drag slider to choose a
start year.

1900 2018

Start year

Q2.6 When was the last year of data collection, if applicable? Please click and drag slider to
choose an end year, or check 'Data collection has not stopped'.

Data collection has not stopped.

1900 2018

End year

End of Block: 2. Have Data

Start of Block: 3. Considering

Q3.1 Are you interested or planning on teaching a class that would include ecological data
collection through field excursions?

Yes

No

Q3.2 Do you have an expected start date for teaching a class that would include ecological data
collection through field excursions? If so, please click and drag slider to choose a date. If not,
please check 'I do not have an expected start date'

I do not have an expected start date.

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2022 2023 2024 2025

Start date
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End of Block: 3. Considering

Start of Block: 4. Not considering

Q4.1 Thank you for your willingness to participate in this survey, but we are looking for
instructors at higher-education institutions who have taught, are currently teaching, or are
interested in teaching a class involving field collection of ecological data.
If you would like to recommend peer instructors for us to contact with this survey, please provide
us with their email address. If you would like to directly provide them with a link to this survey,
please send them the following link: https://tinyurl.com/EcolDataSurvey

________________________________________________________________

End of Block: 4. Not considering

Start of Block: 5. Considering - outcomes and challenges
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Q5.1 What benefits would you intend your students to gain from collecting and working with
ecological data as part of your class?

None Little Moderate High

Field sampling
techniques

Laboratory/sample
processing
techniques

Data analysis and
interpretation

Collaborative
research

Scientific writing

Public speaking

Understanding of
the scientific
process

Networking with
scientists

Relationship
building with
classmates

Increased interest
in topic area

Awareness of the
natural world

Other (please
specify)
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Q5.2 What scientific outcomes and personal benefits would you aim for by teaching a class
involving ecological data collection?

None Little Moderate High

Peer-reviewed publication

Blog/social media post

Inform natural resource
management/conservation

outcome

Presentation at a
conference

Guide the design of future
research projects

Facilitate the funding of
future research projects

Peer recognition and
awards (including

institutional recognition)

Career advancement

Bonding time with
students

Enjoyable time in the field

Other (please specify)

Page Break
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Q5.3 What would you anticipate to be the main challenges to implementing and continuing
class-based data collection?

Definitely not Probably not Maybe Probably yes Definitely yes

Lack of financial
support

Lack of
institutional

support (lack of
staff/technicians

or teaching
assistants, lack
of academic
recognition)

Lack of class
enrollment

Lack of
equipment

Lack of
instructor's time

Logistical
complexity (e.g.

access,
permits,
landowner
permission)

Administrative
changes (e.g.
change in class
requirements)

Other (please
specify)

Q5.4 Do you have additional comments about potential challenges and benefits to implementing
and maintaining a class-based data collection?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Q5.5 What do you think would be the main challenges to analyzing data collected as part of
class-based field excursions? Please select all that apply or 'None of the above'

Entering data/converting data to digital form

Analyzing samples

Potential temporal/spatial gaps in data collection

Significant change in protocol introducing challenges for analysis

Limited data quality

Other ________________________________________________

None of the above
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Q5.6 What factors do you think would most limit your confidence in ecological data collected as
part of field excursions? Please select all that apply or 'None of the above'

Lack of student training

Inconsistent implementation of protocol

Change in protocol

Inappropriate sampling design

Lack of replicates

Short duration of study

Other (please specify)
________________________________________________

None of the above

Q5.7 Do you have additional comments about analyzing and disseminating data collected as
part of field excursions?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Page Break
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End of Block: 5. Considering - outcomes and challenges

Start of Block: 6. Considering - Open ended

Q6.1 Do you have additional comments on classes involving ecological data collection you
would like to share?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

End of Block: 6. Considering - Open ended

Start of Block: 7. Considering - Closing questions

Q7.1 Please enter the name of your institution of higher education below.

Name of institution ________________________________________________

Q7.2 What country is your institution of higher education in?
Country of institution

- Andorra ... ZW - Zimbabwe
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Q7.3 How did you hear about this survey?

Scientific society (please specify)
________________________________________________

University email list

Colleague/Friend

Social media

Other (please specify) ________________________________________________

Q7.4 To receive updates about this study, please provide us with your email address so that we
may reach you (email addresses will be kept confidential and will not be used for any other
purpose).

________________________________________________________________

Q7.5 If you would like to recommend peer instructors for us to contact with this survey, please
provide us with their email address. If you would like to directly provide them with a link to this
survey, please send them the following link: https://tinyurl.com/EcolDataSurvey

________________________________________________________________

End of Block: 7. Considering - Closing questions

Start of Block: 8. Have data - Class

Q8.1 Please provide a general description of the class by answering the following questions:
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Q8.2 For what level of higher education is/was the class offered? Please select all that apply.

First year - undergraduate

Second year - undergraduate

Third year - undergraduate

Fourth Year - undergraduate

Graduate

Other (please specify)
________________________________________________

Q8.3 How often is/was the class offered?

More than once per year

Once per year

Once every 2 years

Once every 3 or more years

Q8.4 Including yourself, how many instructors (and teaching assistants) are/were involved in
implementing the field excursion(s) in a typical year? Please click and drag slider to choose a
number or check 'More than 10' .

More than 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of instructors

End of Block: 8. Have data - Class
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Start of Block: 9. Have data - Excursion

Q9.1 Please provide a general description of the field excursion(s) by answering the following
questions. Click and drag sliders to choose a number or check the box to the right of the slider if
it applies (e.g. 'More than 20' field excursions).

Q9.2 What is/was the total number of students participating in the field excursions in a typical
year?

More than 100

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Number of students

Q9.3 In how many field excursions are/were ecological data collected during the class?
More than 20

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Number of excursions

Q9.4 How many total days of ecological data collection are/were involved across all field
excursions in a typical year?

More than 30

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30

Number of days
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Q9.5 Across all field excursions, in how many locations does/did the class collect ecological
data?

More than 50

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Number of sites

End of Block: 9. Have data - Excursion

Start of Block: 10. Have data - Instructor/institution/partners

Q10.1 Please provide information regarding financial and institutional support for the field
excursion(s) by answering the following questions:

Q10.2 What is/was the total cost of running the field excursion(s) for the class ($US) in a typical
year?

< $1000

$1000-$2499

$2500-$4999

$5000-$9999

> $10000
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Q10.3 What are/were the typical funding sources to support the field excursion(s) costs?
Please select all that apply.

University/academic department

Students pay additional fee

Instructor(s) contribute personal funds

Outside organization(s)

Other #1 (please specify)
________________________________________________

Other #2 (please specify)
________________________________________________

Page Break
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Q10.4 Does/did an organization outside of your higher-education institution provide some level
of support to the field excursion(s), including financial, staff, equipment, and other logistical
support like site access. ? Please select all that apply or check 'No'.

No

Another higher-education institution (e.g. university)

Regional natural resource government agency
(subnational/province/state/territory)

National/Federal government agency

Tribal/Indigenous group

Private company

Non-profit organization

Citizen science group

Other (please specify)
________________________________________________
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Q10.5 What type of support do/did these partner organizations provide? Please select all that
apply.

Access to field location

Staff

Equipment

Financial support

Other (please specify)
________________________________________________

End of Block: 10. Have data - Instructor/institution/partners

Start of Block: 11. Have data - Data attributes

Q11.1 Please provide information regarding the ecological data collected during the field
excursion(s):

Q11.2 Please enter the country where the ecological data are/were collected in the text box
below.

________________________________________________________________

Q11.3 Please drag the pin to the field location as precisely as possible in the map below. If data
are/were collected in more than one region, you will be able to add additional locations below.

________________________________________________________________
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Q11.4 In what type of ecosystem do/did you collect ecological data as part of the class? Please
choose the ecosystem/habitat that best applies (for more details on the Habitats Classification
Scheme , Version 3.1, see IUCN documentation).
Habitat class - level 1
Habitat class - level 2
Habitat class - level 3

Q11.5 Does/did your field data collection also take place in another location or ecosystem type?

No, I have entered all the locations and ecosystem types where the class collects
ecological data.

Yes, I would like to enter information on an additional location or ecosystem type.

End of Block: 11. Have data - Data attributes

Start of Block: 12. Have data - Data attributes II

Q12.1 Please provide information regarding the ecological data collected during the field
excursion(s), including variables collected across all field locations:

Q12.2 What type(s) of variables are/were collected during the field excursion(s)? Please check
all that apply.

Biological

Physical

Chemical
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Q12.3 What biological variables are/were collected during the field excursion(s)? Please check
all that apply.

Occurrence/abundance/density/biomass (single species or multiple species)

Individual physical attributes (body length, mass, leaf area, DBH, sex, age)

Individual behavior

Life history (e.g. fecundity, age)

Physiology

Phenology (e.g. migration timing, date of flowering)

Genetics

Molecular/Biochemistry

Biogeochemistry (e.g. stable isotope, nutrient cycling, metabolism)

Other (specify) ________________________________________________
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Q12.4 What physical variables are/were collected during the field excursion(s)? Please check all
that apply.

Temperature

Luminosity

Albedo

Moonlight/lunar phase

Pluviosity/precipitation

Altitude/elevation

Topography/slope/aspect

Humidity

Radiation

Sound/Noise

Granulometry/soil texture

Substrate composition

Erosion/sedimentation

Vegetation coverage

Ice coverage

Distance (e.g. from habitat patches, matrix, water,...)
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Area (e.g. patch area, lake area)

Intermittence/hydroperiod

Depth/bathymetry (e.g. waterbody, sea, soil, litter)

Wind speed

Discharge/water flow/current

Width (e.g. hedge width, river width)

Water hardness

Turbidity/transparency

Color

Other (specify) ________________________________________________
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Q12.5 What chemical variables are/were collected during the field excursion(s)? Please check
all that apply.

pH

Electric conductivity/Salinity/Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)

Chemical pollutant (specify)
________________________________________________

Nitrogen/NH3/NH4/NO3/NO2

Phosphorus/phosphate

Carbonate/bicarbonates

Calcium/Ca2+

Iron/Fe2+/Fe3+

Magnesium/Mg2+

Aluminium/Al3+

Potassium/K+

Hydrogen/H+

Sulfur/sulphate

Chlorum/chloride

Dissolved oxygen/BOD/COD

Alkalinity/acidity

Others (specify) ________________________________________________
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End of Block: 12. Have data - Data attributes II

Start of Block: 13. Have data - threats

Q13.1 Please provide information regarding the ecological data collected during the field
excursion(s):

Q13.2 Did you collect the data with the intention to study a specific threat to the factors of
interest/environment?

Yes

No
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Q13.3 What threat(s) is/was the data collection intended to study? Please check all the threats
that apply (for more details on the Threats Classification Scheme , Version 3.2, see IUCN
documentation).

Residential and commercial development (housing, urban, commercial,
industrial, tourism, and recreational areas) (1)

Agriculture and aquaculture (crops, wood plantations, livestock farming and
ranching, marine and freshwater aquaculture) (2)

Energy production and mining (including renewable energy) (3)

Transportation and service corridors (i.e. roads & railroads, shipping lanes, flight
paths) (4)

Biological resource use (hunting, fishing, collecting,logging and wood harvesting)
(5)

Human intrusions and disturbance (recreational activities, military activity and
civil unrest, work and other activities) (6)

Natural system modifications (fire and fire suppression, dams and water
management, other ecosystem modifications) (7)

Invasive and other problematic species, genes & diseases (8)

Pollution (including excess energy such as light, thermal, and noise pollution) (9)

Geological events (volcanoes, earthquakes/tsunamis, avalanches/landslides)
(10)

Climate change and severe weather (11)

Other (please specify)
________________________________________________

End of Block: 13. Have data - threats

Start of Block: 14. Have data - break/thank you
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Q14.1 You are more than halfway done, thank you for your response to these questions. Now
we want to ask you about the outcomes of class-based ecological data collection for you and
your students.

End of Block: 14. Have data - break/thank you

Start of Block: 15. Have data - Outcomes

Q15.1 Please provide information regarding the outcomes of the field excursions:
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Q15.2 What benefits do you think your students gain/gained from collecting and working with
the class' ecological dataset?

None Little Moderate High

Field sampling
techniques

Laboratory/sample
processing
techniques

Data analysis and
interpretation

Collaborative
research

Scientific writing

Public speaking

Understanding of
scientific process

Networking with
scientists

Relationship-
building with
classmates

Increased interest
in topic area

Awareness of the
natural world

Other

Page Break
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Q15.3 Have you ever used the data collected in this class outside of class-based projects (e.g.
publications, blog posts, grant proposals)?

Yes

No

Q15.4 How many peer-reviewed publications have resulted from the data collected in this
class? Please click and drag slider to choose a number or check 'More than 10'.

More than 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of publications

Q15.5 How many peer-reviewed publications were the students involved in? Please click and
drag slider to choose a number or check 'More than 10'.

More than 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of publications

Q15.6 Have these data resulted in subsequent grants or projects?

Yes

No
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Q15.7 Have these data been used by local or national government agencies? Please check all
that apply.

No

Yes, to inform management/conservation outcome

Yes, to support other long-term data collection efforts

Yes, other (please specify)
________________________________________________

Q15.8 What other personal benefits have you gained from teaching a class involving ecological
data collection?

None Little Moderate High

Ideas and data
for future
project(s)

Career
advancement
(publications,

awards)

Peer recognition

Mentoring
students

Inspiration (e.g.
enjoyable time in

the field)

Other (please
specify)
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Q15.9 What other significant outcomes have you seen as a result of your class-based
ecological data collection?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Q15.10 For what main reasons have the data not been used outside of class-based projects?
Please check all that apply.

Lack of funding

Lack of time

Lack of motivation

Insufficient data quality (additional opportunities are available to discuss data
quality later in the survey)

Data were not intended to be used outside of a class-based project

Other (please specify)
________________________________________________

End of Block: 15. Have data - Outcomes

Start of Block: 16. Have data - Challenges

Q16.1 Please provide information regarding the challenges you have encountered in teaching a
class involving field excursions:
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Q16.2 In your experience, what are the main challenges to implementing and maintaining class-
based data collection?

Definitely not Probably not Maybe Probably yes Definitely yes

Lack of
financial
support

Lack of
institutional
support (e.g.

lack of
technicians,
teaching
assistants,
academic
recognition)

Lack of class
enrollment

Lack of
equipment

Lack of
instructor's

time

Logistical
complexity
(e.g. access,
permits,
landowner
permission)

Administrative
challenges
(e.g. change

in class
requirements)

Other (please
specify)
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Q16.3 Do you have additional comments or advice from your experience implementing and
maintaining class-based data collection?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Page Break
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Q16.4 In your experience, what are the main challenges to analyzing data collected as part of
field excursions? Please select all that apply.

Not all the data have been entered into a database

Not all the samples have been analyzed

Temporal/spatial gaps in data collection

Significant change in protocol introduced challenges for analysis

Other (please specify)
________________________________________________

None of the above

Q16.5 For what percentage of the study period do gaps in data collection exist?
Here a gap refers to a period for which data were supposed to be collected according to the
sampling protocol but for which no data were collected (e.g. data were not collected for one out
of five years: 20% gap).

1 - 10%

11-25%

26-50%

> 50%

There are no gaps in data collection
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Q16.6 What are the main reasons for these gaps in data collection? Please select all that apply.

Lack of funding

Lack of staff

Lack of student enrollment

Logistical difficulties in implementing protocol (e.g. weather, safety concerns)

Class was not offered

Instructor's retirement

Lack of instructor's time or personal reasons

Other ________________________________________________

Page Break
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Q16.7 For which of the following applications do you feel comfortable using your class-based
dataset?

Extremely
unlikely

Somewhat
unlikely

Neither likely
nor unlikely

Somewhat
likely

Extremely
likely

Post on
internet (e.g.
blog, social
media)

Presentation
at a

conference

Natural
resource

management

Peer-
reviewed
publication

Guidance for
future study

design
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Q16.8 What factors, if any, limit your confidence in using the data for other purposes than the
class requirements?Please check all that apply or 'None of the above'.

Lack of student training

Inconsistent implementation of protocol

Change in protocol

Lack of replicates

Short duration of study

Other (please specify)
________________________________________________

None of the above

Q16.9 Do you have additional comments or advice from your experience analyzing and
disseminating data from a class-based ecological dataset?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

End of Block: 16. Have data - Challenges

Start of Block: 17.Have data - break/thank you

Q17.1 Almost done, thank you. Just a few very important questions to ask.

End of Block: 17.Have data - break/thank you

Start of Block: 18. Have data - Data management and sharing
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Q18.1 We are considering to create an online data repository to promote a network of
collaboration and integration of class-based research in ecology. In this section of the survey,
you will be asked about your current practices in data archiving, management, and availability.

Q18.2 How are/were data stored for purposes other than the class (e.g. subsequent analysis for
peer-reviewed publication)? Please select all that apply.

Hard copies (i.e. paper-based)

Local computer storage

Cloud-based system with restricted access

Publically available online repository

None of the above, samples have not been analyzed yet

None of the above, data are not archived

Other ________________________________________________

Page Break
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Q18.3 Do you currently share the data collected as part of this class?

Yes

No

Q18.4 At what level(s) do you currently share your data? Please select all that apply.

Available upon request

Only for government agency partners and educational purpose

Open online access

Other ________________________________________________

Q18.5 What level(s) of data sharing would you be interested in, if any? Please select all that
apply.

Available upon request

Only for government agency partners and educational purpose

Open online access

Not interested in data sharing for the moment

Other ________________________________________________
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Q18.6 Under what condition(s) do you share your data? Please select all that apply, including if
conditions depend on the nature of the data request.

Require authorship

Require citation

Require acknowledgment

No requirement

Other ________________________________________________

Q18.7 Under what condition(s) would you be interested in sharing your data, if any? Please
select all that apply, including if conditions depend on the nature of the data request.

Require authorship

Require citation

Require acknowledgment

No requirement

Other ________________________________________________

Q18.8 Would you be interested in sharing your class-collected data with your peers in an online
community repository specifically designed to host class-based ecological datasets?

Definitely yes Probably yes
Might or
might not

Probably not Definitely not

Interest level


